
where interesting people 
meet – more than 5.000 students 
attend gls every year

A green oasis in the very center of Berlin.
Fantastic facilities reflecting Berlin's history

008 campus

german courses
Berlin Courses start every Monday, all year 

round at all levels 

014 courses

50 apartments and 72 hotel rooms 
on campus

034 accommodation
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editorial
GLS has really grown in the last 3 decades. When I founded the school in 1983,  
there were hardly more than 70 or 80 students at the same time. Now, 30 years  
later, we welcome more than 5.000 students every year. And GLS has built a cam-
pus that is unique in Berlin, maybe even in Germany – including more than  
130 single accommodation units. GLS has become a big school, one of the biggest 
in Berlin. One thing, however, has never changed. GLS still has a very personal  
feel about it. My staff know their students, and students are welcome to come  
to the office anytime should they have questions or problems. We are very happy  
with what we achieved, but don´t expect us to pause. We will continue to improve.

Barbara Jaeschke
Founder and Managing Director

About GLS
Ages & Nationalities
Fact sheet
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clients

5.000

Where 
inter
esting 
people 
meet

about
 gls

The letters GLS stand for German 
language School. GLS was founded 
in 1983 by Barbara Jaeschke, who 
originally trained as a high school 
teacher. Mrs. Jaeschke is married 
with 3 children and continues to 
manage the school she founded.

GLS is the only language school  
in Germany with a 16.000 sqm  
urban campus including 2 hotels.  
The facilities on campus are  
second to none in Europe: 66  
bright classrooms, 2 restaurants 
specializing in modern German 
cuisine, 50 apartments and 72  
hotel rooms.   

GLS offers programs for both adult 
and junior students: 

For AdultS: German courses, 
internships in Berlin, university  
placement in German (see page  
030), TestDaF examination center

For juniorS (7 – 19 years): 
Summer schools in Berlin  
and Munich, High School  
in Germany

teSt Center
GLS is a test center for  
TestDaF and telc German.

More than 5.000 students from up 
to 60 countries attend GLS courses 
every year. The GLS campus can 
accommodate 500 students at the 
same time. 

GLS has repeatedly received the 
Star School Germany award. The 
awards are bestowed every year  
in London by Study Travel Magazine. 
GLS is an independent school with 
an independent spirit: it continues 
to be run by its original founder, 
Barbara Jaeschke, who established 
the school in 1983.

Rolls Royce
Fendi
ebay
luFthansa
deutsche Welle tV
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est. 1983 portfolio
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germanY



 GLS is located in the very center of Berlin,  
 in über-trendy district of Prenzlauerberg 

The district was a low-income neighbour- 
hood in the early 1900s. After World War II 
it was absorbed in the communist part  
of  Berlin with many intellectuals and  
artists choosing to take up residence here.

After the fall of the Berlin Wall the  
neighbourhood boomed and became  
one of the trendiest districts in Berlin.  
Many of the main Berlin highlights are  
within walking distance to GLS.

001 Kaiser Wilhelm gedÄchtnisKirche

004 reichstag

007 fernsehturm am aleXanderplatZ

010 JÜdisches museum

003 haus der Kulturen der Welt

006 museumsinsel

009 deutsches guggenheim berlin

012 bauhaus-archiV

002 siegessÄule

005 brandenburger tor

008 checKpoint charlie / mauermuseum

011 potsdamer platZ

prime
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This stylish store is just across the street  
from GLS: "Thatchers" is fashion made in Berlin, 

 the store was hyped by the press 
 and cited as proof of the  

new cosmopolitan spirit in Berlin.

trendY
neighbour- 
hood
The GLS campus is right on Kastanienallee, 
nicknamed «casting alley», because it's  
a popular location for fashion and film shoots. 
More than 40 bars, cafes and fashion  
boutiques featuring Berlin designers are 
right next door to GLS.

docK 11 mauerparK

lichtblicKthatchers20  meter

10  meter

30  meter

500  meter

Our next-door neighbour: 
a center for modern dance  

and performing arts.

The Lichtblick Cinema is an independent  
arthouse cinema right next to GLS. Lichtblick  
shows mainly classic and arthouse movies  
along with documentaries. 
 
The cinema is located in the oldest building  
of the district. 

A fun and funky public park, located  
along a former section of the Berlin Wall. 
If you are into shopping, don’t miss the huge 
flea market on Sundays.
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green
oasis
in 
the 
VerY
center
of
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Swimming pool (open on average  
5 days per week, reduced rates for 
students)

Nearly all classrooms are equipped  
with smart boards or touch screens

GLS is the only language school in 
Germany with a 16.000 m² campus, 
including the option to live on campus 
while learning German in Berlin. 

The park-like campus is a green oasis 
in the very center of Berlin.  

And it includes a historic highlight:  
a heritage swimming pool under 
monument protection.  

16.000 sqm  
parK-liKe campus

66 bright 
classrooms

50 apartments
72 hotel rooms

cafeteria
2 restaurants
bar

sWimming pool 

gls CAmpUs berlin
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historY & 
architecture

The GLS campus reflects  
Berlin's history. 

The main school building was built in 
1960 on ruins left by World War II .  
The style, with its faintly Bauhaus  

signature, is very modern,  
and very dynamic. The hotel is the jewel of the campus, 

a Berlin landmark under monument 
protection. Built in 1902 as a public bath 
house, it was closed down in 1986 due 
to damages in the basin. In 2011  
GLS renovated the dilapidated building, 
re-opening it as Hotel oderberger  
(see page 038).
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1960

The 2 apartment buildings used to accommodate  
a public school that operated from 1867 to 2005,  
when the Berlin senate closed it down. GLS converted 
the former classrooms into apartments for students  
(see page 036).

1867

1902

gls CAmpUs berlin
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Method & Levels

General German

Business German

Prep Courses for Certificates

Teacher Training

Afternoon seminars

German Course + Internship

University Pathway Germany



 ca. 160 8 weeks 5 weeks 

 

 ca. 160 8 weeks 5 weeks telc A2 

 ca. 160 8 weeks 5 weeks telc B1 

 ca. 160 8 weeks 5 weeks telc B2
     Goethe B2 
 

 ca. 160 8 weeks 5 weeks telc C1
    TestDaF
    Goethe C1 

 ca. 160 8 weeks 5 weeks  Goethe C2

hoW 
long 
does 
it
taKe  
to 
learn 
german
?
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course start: 
every Monday

all Year round 
also between Christmas 
and new Year.

 method

GLS uses the communicative 
approach: German is the only 
language spoken in class. 

Teachers act as facilitators, 
encouraging students to speak 
German as much as possible. 
Students get all the correc-
tions, grammar and vocabulary 
they need to take them to the 
next level, but the priority is on 
active speaking. 

GLS teaches in tandem, i.e.  
2 teachers tutor 1 class and 
alternate at every break.

leVels 
We teach German at all levels 
ranging from beginners to  
advanced (levels as defined  
by the Common European  
Reference Framework):  
A = elementary  
B = intermediate  
C = advanced 

method &
leVels

 placement     
 test
For immediate assessment of  
a student's level GLS provides  
a free online test  
(on www.gls-berlin.de).  
 
When students arrive in Berlin,
a placement test consisting  
of a written and an oral part
ensures they will share a class 
with others of a similar level.

 progress     
 checK
A written evaluation test every Friday 
(duration: 20 minutes) allows students  
to check their progress. In addition, 
personalized feedback from teachers  
is available at any time.

*GLS is a testing center for TestDaF and telc Deutsch exams. The data in the 

table are approximate data. How long it will take to reach a certain level will 

also depend on individual factors like previous learning experience.

elementarY

intermediate

adVanced

a1

a2
b1

b2
c1

c2

lessons
à 45 min.

20 lessons
per WeeK

30 lessons
per WeeK eXams*

STANDARD
COURSE

INTENSIVE 
  COURSE

marion feuchtenberger-lenZen 
academic director

germAn CoUrses
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general  
german courses  
start eVerY 
mondaY. 
All courses are complemented  
by activities in Berlin and  
weekend excursions to places like 
dresden, leipzig or Potsdam
(more on page 046).

lessons à 45 min. 20 lessons 20 lessons 25 lessons 30 lessons 30 lessons
  per WeeK per WeeK per WeeK  per WeeK per WeeK
    =Standard   =Standard 
    +2 afternoon  +10 lessons
    workshops  one-to-one 
    (5 lessons) 
 
group siZe  8–12 8–12 8–12 3–8   
 
leVels  all all** all** all** all

starting eVerY mondaY mondaY*** mondaY mondaY mondaY

STANDARD
30 PLUS*

SEMI 
INTENSIVE

INTENSIVE CRASH

09.00 Two teaching units à 45 min. 

10.30 Break

11.00 Two teaching units à 45 min. 

12.30 Break

13.00 Two teaching units à 45 min. 

14.30 Break

15.00 Activity program  –  see page 044 

MONDAY – FRIDAY doris teaches german at gls.
All GLS teachers have university degrees and are qualified as 
teachers of German as a foreign language. They are not only 
experienced teachers, but also interesting people to talk to 
(see teachers' profiles on www.gls-berlin.de).

All courses are built on the four fundamental 
skills: oral comprehension, writing, reading and 
speaking. Free class discussions, role-plays and 
conversation help develop verbal expression, 
vocabulary and good sentence structure. 
Grammar is packed in informative and stimulat-
ing texts that provide valuable cultural, political 
and historical background. Topics covered
include: relationships, social life, jobs and the
work place, history of Berlin, cultural identity, 
and more.

*  for adults aged 30 or older

**  except beginners

*** in summer only
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german for success (all professions)

german for laWYers
german for teachers (see page 024)

german for Journalists
german for doctors

lessons à 45 min. 20, 30 or  bring up to 30 or 40 lessons per WeeK 
  40 lessons 5 friends or  = 20 group lessons 
  per WeeK colleagues (maX. 12 participants)

   on the same  + 10 or 20 individual lessons. 
   level and split  The group lessons train
   the cost General German, the individual
    lessons Business German.

leVels  a2–c2 a2–c2 a2–c2 

starting eVerY mondaY mondaY mondaY 

ONE-TO-ONE PRIVATE 
MINI-gROUP

COMbINATION OF gROUP  
PLUS ONE-TO-ONE

The GLS campus offers a true business  
class environment for professionals – with  
5-star facilities and on site accommodation –  
either in Hotel Oderberger or in one of  
the 50 studio-apartments on campus  
(see page 034). 

GLS business clients include rolls royce, 
lufthansa, Fendi, deutsche Welle tV,  
daimler and ebay.

anne gampert 
anne teaches business german
(See teachers' profiles on www.gls-berlin.de)

 
seminar room at hotel oderberger

germAn CoUrses

 
bar at hotel oderberger
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eVerY Year more  
than 300 students 
taKe their  
eXams With gls. 
the pass rate is  

98%. 

sebastian nothhelfer 
director of blended learning
(See teachers' profiles on www.gls-berlin.de)

WHAT LEVEL SHOULD A STUDENT HAVE  
WHEN TAkINg A PREP COURSE?

A level close to the one of the respective exam.
The prep courses aren't level-raisers, they prepare
for the respective exam format.
For example: If a student would like to get ready for
TestDaf or its equivalent, telc C1 Hochschule, he
or she should already be on level C1.

TELC OR gOETHE –  
WHAT IS THE DIFFERENCE? 

Telc is an official testing body with headquarters in 
Frankfurt and tests 10 languages, the Goethe Institut 
only German. There are no significant differences.  
As both - Goethe and telc - are recognized testing 
bodies, simply take the exam that suits you best in 
terms of testing dates and/or price (telc exams tend  
to be cheaper than the Goethe exams). 

As far as the German tests go, the testing formats are 
very similar, albeit not identical. Both are paper-based, 
with a written and an oral part. Goethe exams can be 
taken only at a Goethe Institut, telc exams at testing 
centers worldwide. GLS is a telc test center in Berlin 
so it is quite convenient for students wanting  
to combine prep course and exam. 

WHERE DO THE ExAMS TAkE PLACE?

TestDaf and telc at GLS, the Goethe exams at the 
Goethe Institut. GLS takes care of the registration,  
so students don't need to worry about that. 

duration  2 WeeK 4 WeeK 4 WeeK
  prep course prep course prep course
  incl. eXam  With eXam With eXam
  in WeeK 2 in WeeK 5 in WeeK 5

course time mo – fr  mo – fr mo – fr 
  3 pm – 6.30 pm 9 am – 2.45 pm 9 am – 2.45 pm

starting eVerY month 6 X per Year eVerY month 

TELC DEUTSCH A2,  
b1, b2, C1 HOCHSCHULE 

TESTDAF gOETHE b2, C1, C2 

GLS is a test center for telc and TestDaF in Berlin. 
Prep courses for TestDaf and telc Deutsch finish 
with the exam taking place at GLS. 

GLS also prepares for Goethe certificates.

germAn CoUrses

TELC A2  helpful for everyday life in Germany

TELC b1  accepted by many employers

TELC b2/gOETHE b2 accepted by most employers

gOETHE C1 accepted by all employers

TELC C1 HOCHSCHULE for university studies in Germany

TESTDAF  for university studies in Germany

gOETHE C2 for non-native speakers teaching German

eXams
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gls is a  
teacher training center  
for teachers of german  
as a foreign language.

christina schmidinger  
heads the teacher training courses at gls.
(See teachers' profiles on www.gls-berlin.de) 

 topics aVailable 
 for teacher   
 training are: 
organizational skills:  
Lesson planning  
classroom management  
social interaction  
teacher- and learner talking time

teaching skills:  
Communicative teaching  
presentation-practice-production  
test-teach-test  
guided discovery of language

Student focus:   
Improving reading  
listening  
writing  
pronouncing skills

Materials:  
Course books  
extra material  
recycling materials  
smartboards and blended learning

GLS  has a special focus on teacher training 
and teacher development. GLS is certified  
by IH International House and prepares 
candidates for the IH Certificate for Teaching 
German as a Foreign Language (IHC German). 
The certificate is equivalent to the CELTA 
certificate in teaching English and enables 
those holding it to teach German as a foreign 
language in the private sector in Germany and 
abroad. Prep courses for the certificate last  
four weeks and are bookable for applicants 
who speak German on a native-speaker level 
(i.e. advanced C2). 

 customiZed  
 training
For non-native speakers who teach German 
(on levels B2 and C1) we offer a customized 
teacher training: They can select modules  
of the IH teacher training course (see list on  
the right). 

We focus on a learner-centered methodology 
and teaching techniques that activate and 
involve learners in communicative learning. We 
also provide an overview of different published 
teaching materials (paper-based and online) for 
German teachers. 

WHO ARE THESE COURSES FOR?
For non-native speakers who teach German  
as a foreign language at elementary or  
secondary schools worldwide.

WHICH COURSE FORMAT DO YOU  
RECOMMEND?
The private mini-group. If participants bring 
colleagues, they can share costs.

WILL PARTICIPANTS RECEIVE  
A CERTIFICATE?
They will not receive the IHC German certificate, 
as prerequisite for that is participation in a longer 
course, but  they will receive a GLS certificate 
documenting their participation in a teacher 
training course. 

ONE-TO-ONE

lessons à 45 min. 20, 30 or  20, 30 or 30 or 40 lessons 
  40 lessons 40 lessons per WeeK
  per WeeK per WeeK
    = 20 group lessons 
     (max. 12 participants)
   Bring up to 5 + 10 or 20 individual lessons. 
   friends or colleagues The group lessons train
   on the same level  General German, the individual
   and split the cost.  lessons focus on Teacher Training.

leVels  b2/c1 b2/c1 b2/c1 

starting eVerY mondaY mondaY mondaY 

PRIVATE 
MINI-gROUP

COMbINATION OF gROUP  
PLUS ONE-TO-ONE

germAn CoUrses



GlS teachers are not only good 
teachers – they are experts in fields 
like German film, art, history and 
literature. every week they  
offer a free seminar, each  
about their field of expertise:

afternoon 
seminars
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petra Jeremias gudrun susannchristina cornelia Jochen

Berlin – nightlife  
Capital: more about 
famous Berlin clubs  
and parties
 

Angela Merkel: the 
biography of the world's 
most powerful woman 
 

Western Germany, 
the “Bonn Republic” 
between 1945 and 1990

Berlin, from its founda-
tion in the 13th century 
til today

Martin luther, the  
German Reformation 
and its influence  
on Europe

national Socialism 
and the sociological 
concept of  hostility 
against groups defined 
as being different and 
not belonging

German literature 
in the 19th and 20th 
century

Art history with  
presentation of famous 
German artworks from 
the 16th century till 
today

Communist Germany: 
how the “Deutsche 
Demokratische Re- 
publik” DDR (1948 – 
1990) operated and 
what daily life looked 
like

the German empire 
before World War  I

German film: all about 
early masterworks like 
”Metropolis”, about 
famous “Autorenfilmer” 
like Rainer Werner 
Fassbinder and  today's 
movie production   

Weimar republic (1918 
– 1933): about a brief 
and very liberal period  
in German history, 
between World War I 
and the rise of the Third 
Reich

Art of the third reich: 
how the Nazis (ab)used 
art, using it as a tool for 
propaganda purposes

the Berlin Wall and its 
origins as “Anti-Fascist 
Protection Rampart”

nina



GLS students can complement 
their German course with an 
internship in Berlin: GLS has 
excellent contacts within Berlin's 
business community and has 
arranged internships in places 
like the German parliament,  
the Literaturfestival Berlin, with 
Berlin lawyers and architects. 

internships
in berlin (unpaid)

duration

professional
fields

requirements

4 week German course + 
internship of 6 –12 weeks

Administration  
Advertisement 
Architecture
Consulting
Culture and cultural institutions
Ecology
Event Management 
Graphic & Design   

IT & Communication Technologies  
Law
 Marketing    
NGOs and Political Organizations     
Public Relations 
Social Work 
Tourism

Minimum age 18, completed secondary education,  participation  
in a German language course of min. 4 weeks (longer if students need 
more time to get to level B1, required by German host companies).

gls arranges betWeen 60 – 90 internships  
eVerY Year and offers a free coaching session 
for future interns.  

 faq
AS MANY gERMAN PROFESSIONALS SPEAk ENgLISH –  
WHY IS gERMAN AT LEVEL b1 A PREREqUISITE?
Companies simply insist on it and there are many reasons 
for that – like PC programs or keyboards labelled in German. 
Not everybody in Germany is fluent in English, and an intern 
who can communicate effectively in German is more 
valuable to them.

HOW DO YOU FIND COMPANIES FOR INTERNATIONAL
INTERNS?
GLS does inhouse language training for lots of companies 
and institutions in Berlin, so we know their Human  
Resources departments quite well.

CAN YOU gUARANTEE AN INTERNSHIP?
Yes, we can – we check every application, and if we accept 
and confirm it, students can be sure to be placed in a Berlin 
company. They won't get the position immediately, as the 
companies insist on a personal interview, but that is no 
problem: our coaching sessions make sure that the 
interview is successful. 

WILL INTERNS gET A LETTER OF REFERENCE?
Yes, of course. They will get a «Praktikumszeugnis», 
i.e. a letter of reference from their Berlin host company.
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regular tracK

20 lessons
per WeeK

maX. 12 per group

FAST TRACk

30 lessons 
per WeeK

maX. 8 per group

regular tracK

20 lessons 
per WeeK

maX. 12 per group

FAST TRACk

30 lessons 
per WeeK

maX. 8 per group

 option a
for applicants whose  
academic background
allows direct access  
to university

Current level of German   a0 44 WeeKs 29 WeeKs
 
 a1 36 WeeKs 24 WeeKs

 a2 28 WeeKs 19 WeeKs

 b1 20 WeeKs 14 WeeKs

 b2 12 WeeKs 09 WeeKs

 c1 4 WeeKs – testdaf 
  or telc c1 hochschule**

  HAVINg PASSED TESTDAF 
  UNIVERSITY STARTS 
  (APRIL OR OCTObER)

German universities offer excellent study opportuni-
ties to students from all over the world. The fees they 
charge are very low compared to those in many other 
countries. Getting access, however, can be a challeng-
ing process. And that's where the GLS pathway 
program comes in: GLS cooperates with German 
universities and offers:

1.   A conditional acceptance letter for a  
 BA degree program in Germany (prerequisite 
 for a student visa)
2.  Preparatory German courses advancing students  
 to the level of German they need

studY fields
Applicants can choose a BA Bachelor Program  
in study fields such as:  

__ Design   
__ Engineering   
__ Informatics  
__ Business  
__ Health Care  
__ Social Work 

Please note: MA programs available only on request.

uniVersities
GLS cooperates with several universities in Germany 
that issue conditional acceptance letters for GLS 
applicants. Conditional acceptance letters are needed 
to apply for a student visa. Please visit our website:
gls-berlin.de for more information about university 
locations and programs. 

costs
GLS charges a university placement fee. Additional 
costs are tuition for the German course and exam 
fees for TestDaF or telc C1 Hochschule.

hoW to applY 
Please send us the applicant's documents (a simple 
copy of high school diploma and, if existing, university 
certificates). We will check the documents for free 
and outline a personalized roadmap to university, 
detailing all necessary stations and the costs entailed. 
If that outline is accepted, we will register your 
applicant for our university pathway program.

serVices include
__ Free checking of a student's documents prior  
 to arrival 
__ Free roadmap to university, customized to  
 a student's academic background
__ Conditional acceptance letter of a German  
 University
__ Pre-arrival assistance and visa support 
__ Individual consultation hour during GLS 
 office hours
__ Application assistance for your university of choice   

Current level of German  a0 36 WeeKs 24 WeeKs
 
  a1 28 WeeKs 19 WeeKs

  a2 20 WeeKs 14 WeeKs

  b1 12 WeeKs 09 WeeKs

   4 WeeKs – gls prep course 
   for studienKolleg 
   entrance eXam

   1 YEAR – STUDIENkOLLEg 
   (STARTS FEb OR AUg)

   UNIVERSITY STARTS 
   (APRIL OR OCTObER)

duration
The duration depends on applicants’ academic background and their knowledge  
of German. We'll check applicants’ documents for free to see which option applies.  
See the tables below to get an idea of the duration:

**GLS is a testing center for both TestDaF and telc C1 Hochschule. 

 option b
for applicants whose  
academic background
demands a pre-university
Studienkolleg

pAthwAy progrAm



More than 5.000 students between 18 and 80 learn German on the GLS campus every 
year. Average student numbers per month are 250 – 350; in summertime numbers go  
up to 500. 

GLS operates an online community for 
its students. Prospective students can 
browse alumni profiles and contact 
former students to consult them about 
their experiences with GLS. And of 
course they can publish their own 
feedback there. 
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18 – 22 
Years

23 – 28 
Years

29 – 39 
Years

40+ 
Years

5.000 top 25
nationalities

gls-communitY.de 
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housing
options 
with gls
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Apartments (on campus)

Hotel (on campus)

Flat share and Homestay
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The GLS campus is a green oasis in the very center of bustling 
Berlin, and students looking for a quiet but communicative place  
to stay can book a fully equipped apartment on campus. 

50 apartments and mini-lofts are available, with sizes between  
23 and 30 sqm. All apartments are light and modern, but the  
ambience is historic: The apartments are located in 2 buildings, 
that were built in the 19th century. The buildings once functioned  
as a public school, and the apartments used to be classrooms  
so all of them have huge windows and very high ceilings.

apartments
(on campus)
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50 apartments 
and mini - lofts

booKable 
as single, 
double or 
shared double

fullY equipped 
With Kitchen, 
bathroom, 
telephone, 
tV,  Wifi, 
linen & toWels 

checK-in 
24 hours / 
7 daYs a WeeK

ACCommoDAtion



hotel 
oderberger
(on campus)
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The second accommodation option on campus is Hotel 
Oderberger: a boutique hotel of singular charm. The 
hotel is the most spectacular building on campus: a Berlin 
landmark under monument protection. The Oderberger 
was built in 1902 as a public bath house – with a grand 
cathedral-like swim hall. The historic pool is open on  
average 5 days per week. The hotel rooms in the wings 
flanking the hall are stylish and modern, but the historic 
flair lingers on, in carefully restored design details in  
the decor.

20 m indoor pool

72 rooms

restaurant, bar

ACCommoDAtion
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rooftop maisonettes classic rooms 
 toWer apartments

classic 
room
__ stylish rooms  
__ historic design details 
__ ensuite bathroom, TV, WiFi 
__ coffee maker, refrigerator

rooftop 
maisonettes
__ sleeping area on a higher level 
__ single or shared double available
__ ensuite bathroom, TV, WiFi 
__ coffee maker, refrigerator

toWer 
apartments
__  ensuite bathroom, TV, WiFi 
__ coffee maker, refrigerator, kitchenette
__ single or shared double available

ACCommoDAtion

hotel 
oderberger
(on campus)

3  categories  
are aVailable

each With 
breaKfast 
included 
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 flat share
With int'l students
GLS operates several flats in Berlin, reserved exclusively for GLS 
students. All flats are fully equipped with kitchen, living room, bath, 
TV, phone, WiFi, washing machine or dishwasher.

facts
__ 1 to 2 bedrooms per flat, each bookable 
  as single or shared
__ Bed sheets & towels included
__ Breakfast at GLS cafeteria included
__ Distance to GLS: up to 30 minutes 
  by public transport

homestaY
With germans
Ideal for students who want to practice their German “at home”: 
Students have a single room in a flat they share with Germans.  
The German host(s) can be students, taxi drivers or professors, 
of all ages and social strata. The hosts can be couples (married 
or not) as well as singles, with or without kids. All hosts have been 
inspected, and there will usually be only one international guest.

facts
__ Single bedroom in a flat shared 
  with Germans
__ Own key, bed linen & towels
__ Bookable in 3 versions: with self catering,   
  breakfast or half board
__ Distance to GLS: homestay & self catering  
  or breakfast 10 – 35 minutes, 
  homestay & half board 30 – 55 minutes

ACCommoDAtion
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Every week GLS organizes a minimum of three after-class activities in Berlin 
and one weekend trip to places like Potsdam, Leipzig or Dresden.

after-class 
actiVities  
in  
 berlin

Arrival in Berlin and transfer to accommodation. 
Recommended arrival times: 10 am – 10 pm

Weekly 'Stammtisch' or regulars’ table in the 
GLS restaurant

Free seminar in the GLS lounge, about topics like 
German film, music, history

Guided gallery visit: i.e. «Kunstwerke», one of the  
best addresses for independent art in Europe

Boat trip around Museum Island or a guided bike tour 
along the Berlin Wall trail

A night out with GLS guides in Kreuzberg,  
a bohemian district famous for its nightlife

Full day excursion with a GLS guide: for example  
to Potsdam, Dresden, Hamburg or Leipzig

Free day for individual activities, e.g. a trip to  
one of the many lakes in Berlin

sun
mon
tue
Wed
thu
fri
sat
sun

brandenburg
gate

berlin Wall
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clubbing in KreuZberg

deutsches  
historisches museum

ACtiVities



hamburg

baltic sea

leipZig

dresden

potsdam

canoeing in spreeWald hamburg

The GLS guide is free, what you pay for are train tickets and entrance fees.

WeeKend trips
 in germanY

gls taKes You 
places

WeeKend trips
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big cities

germanY 
is Your 
classroom

ACtiVities

hamburg

rostocK

stettin

berlin
potsdam

franKfurt

mÜnchen

leipZig
dresden

stralsund

lutherstadt  
Wittenberge

Köln



internship
& uniVersitY 
pathWaY
internship (PAgE 028) 

uniVersitY pathWaY germanY (PAgE 030)

 accommodation
on campus (PAgES 036–041) 

off campus (PAgE 040)

 social program 
 about

049

We also offer  
Junior programs
Ask for our 
junior brochure

facilities  
(PAgE 008)

courses 
for adults

general german (PAgE 018)

business german (PAgE 020)

teacher training (PAgE 024)

eXam prep (PAgE 022)

16.000 sqm park-like campus, 66 bright classrooms, 
with smartboards or touch screens, 50 apartments & 
72 hotel rooms, cafeteria, 2 restaurants, bar,  
swimming pool (open on average 5 days a week)

All courses start every Monday
(except Standard 30 plus and Exam Prep).  
Duration: 1– 52 weeks 

standard 20 lessons/week,   
 max. 12 per group

standard 30 plus 20 lessons/week,   
 max. 12 per group

semi intensiVe  25 lessons/week,   
 max. 12 per group

intensiVe 30 lessons/week,   
 max. 8 per group

crash 30 lessons/week   

one-to-one 20, 30 or 40 lessons/week

one-to-one 20, 30 or 40 lessons/week

crash Group + one-to-one

priVate Bring up to 5 friends  
mini-group or colleagues  
 on the same level 
 and split the cost

testdaf 4 week course 
 with exam in week 5

telc c1 hochschule 2 week course 
 with exam in week 2

telc a2, b1, b2 2 week course 
 with exam in week 2

goethe b2, c1, c2 4 week course  
 with exam in week 5

fACt sheet

Combination of German course  
of min. 4 weeks + internship (unpaid)  
of min. 6 weeks

German course of 2 – 10 months  
plus placement at a German university

Apartments (incl. fully equipped 
kitchen) and hotel rooms

Flat share with international students 
and homestay with Berliners

3 half-day and 1 full-day activity 
per week (excursions to Potsdam, 
Dresden, Leipzig etc.).

GLS stands for German Language 
School. GLS was founded in 1983  
by Barbara Jaeschke and operates  
the GLS Campus for adult students  
in the historic center of Berlin. In 
summer GLS offers junior camps  
and schools in Berlin and Munich.  
GLS is the IH International House 
school in Berlin and a member of  
IALC and EAQUALS.
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gls germAn lAngUAge sChool berlin
c/o GLS Campus Berlin
Kastanienallee 82    |  10435 Berlin   |  Germany
fon: +49 30 78 00 89 - 12   |  fax: +49 30 78 74 192 
german@gls-berlin.de     |  www.gls-berlin.de co
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